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FRANCO MINDING HIS OWN BUSINESS

The New York Herald Tribune commenting this morning on General Franco' s speech
says: One wonders whether the Berlin propaganda machine .... really got much comfort
out of those singularly tepid generalities about God, country and anti-Bolshevism.

All the Axis got after waiting breathlessly for a good word was the address of

a man almost painfully anxious to mind his own business. The most striking part
about Franco* s speech v/as the fact that YThile the lip service to his late masters

was there he issued no invitations.

FRENCH WARSHIPS UNDER ALLIED CONTROL

The New York Herald Tribune points to the many French warships now under Allied

control and says that of the French fleet Hitler finally got his hands on only two

light cruisers, six destroyers, four submarines and some relatively unimportant

auxiliaries* All the rest are sonic, burned out or scattered some doing gallant
work under the Fighting French, some lost honorably in action against the enemy, some

rusting in internment, sane, perhaps, soon to rejoin the United Nations and a number

disabled in Toulon Harbour. In a few months one may hope that the dispersed fragments

of a once great squadron will have coalesced into a far more powerful force, fighting

again under the Flag of Freedom.

ATTITUDE OF SPAIN OF DIRECT CONCERN TO U.S.A.

The New York Times comments on General Franco's address, to the Falange National

Council and states: The campaign in North Africa brings, our armies so close to Spanish

Morocco and the 'Spanish mainland that the attitude of Spain has become of direct

concern to the United States. In developing a major front in the Mediterranean the

plans of the Allied, strategists must be "affected by their understanding of Franco 1 s

meaning. In a showdown vail Ijc fight for the European world with .which he aligns

himself, the world that Hitler tried to create with result dihat mack Franco 1
s words?

Or will he, as he announced a fortnight ago, take sides against any belligerent that

attacks Spanish soil?

She speech is clearly a cheer-leader performance, the utterance of the head of

the Falange rather than a statement of government policy. As far as the v/ar is

concerned it contained nothing to suggest that Spain will deviate from the line she

has followed from the beginning. If the Spaniards were not bent on keeping out of

the conflict they would have been in long ago and all that Franco says in support of

the Fascist struggle does not alter the fact that the Spanish people have not chosen

and will not choose of their own will to take any part in it.

LOSS TO MODERN INDUSTRIALISM

New York Times states; Modern industrialism has lost one its pioneers in

the death of Albert Kahn* The indelible mark of this great architect whose work

endures in cities from Detroit to Novosibirsk is to be found in mass production as

Y/e have come to know it and to be thankful for it under the pressure of war. Both

architecture and industry have lost a leader.

(Cont' d)
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FUNDAMENTAL MISCONCEPTIONS

The New York Times observes: Even under stress cf war we still hold high

the ideal of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness as the ideal we are

fighting for, and if that ideal is valid for individuals it is all the none

valid for nations as on. aggregation of individuals whose interests no single

individual has the right to sacrifice for the sake of his own views.

It is necessary to restate these fundoriental tenets because there is

danger that in: the debate now getting under way regarding the war aims of the

United Nations they might be sidetracked or forgotten. It is only/by Constant
reiteration and discussion that these aims will be impressed on our minds and

consciousness against the day when they will have to be translated into action

at the peace table.

But the debate threatens to turn into a challenge and this challenge is

being fling primarily at the British Empire as if it was, not cur ally but either

our enemy or our vassal. As Viscount Halifax pointed out In his speech in

Baltimore Hitler ' s last recourse is propaganda to divide the United Nations.

And nobody who has studied Nazi of Fascist of Japanese propaganda, will deny the

force of this warning.

To a large extent this turn in the debate is due to some fundamental

misconceptions the most fundamental of which is that we are in this war by our

own free will and that if we do not like our allies or their aims we can pack up

our things and go home. This is a delusion despite Pearl Harbour we are prone

to forgot that we are in this war because we were attacked, that we passed

resolutions of war after war had been mode against us. We must be thankful

to have allies at our side.

The broad principles of the war aims of the UnitedNations have been stated

in the eight point programme, known as the Atlantic Charter which has universal

application. There are the best possible reasons why we should continue to

discuss, debate and amplify these principles. But discussion and debate within

the bonds set by the need of. common defense is a sound principle-for war and peace.

It is the only principle that will win our war and our peace. Any attempt to

dictate terns to our allies instead of to our enemies is sure to be self-defeating.

U.S.O.W.I.
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